CATEGORY 5e 110 PATCH PANELS
HIGH SPEED PERFORMANCE

Allen Tel’s Category 5e Modular to 110 Patch Panels are designed to support 155 MHz cross connect transmission for UTP Cabling Systems utilizing category 5e compliant or performance rated cable.

FEATURES:
> Exceeds category 5e requirements
> Identification strips
> Wire management on rear of panel & e/w
> AT55CSB Cable Support Bars (not shown)
> Printed Circuit board technology
> WIRING: T568B & T568A (marked on I.D. strips)
> 100 connector tool is required for termination.
> Mounting screws, wire management, and tie wraps are included

ADDENDUM

PORT POSITIONS REAR VIEW

NOTE:
REFERENCE DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES [mm]
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AT55A-PNL-24 / AT55B-PNL-24 PATCH PANELS